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“It’s hard not to instantly fall for a band with a name like What Would Jesus 

Drive.”  – Bearded Magazine 
 
What Would Jesus Drive are husband and wife Tim Box (vocals and guitar) and Amy Casey 
(vocals and guitar), joined by Gemma Horgan (decks and air synth) and John Newman 
(keyboards, samples).  It was only a matter of time before decided to tear the scene apart with a 
feature length release, and here they are with their debut album Black and Blue.  
 
Their previous releases, EP Fragile Mansions, single Your Awful Kids, and their respective 
videos, caused quite a stir, seeing them featured on websites such as Subba-Cultcha, Artrocker 
and Clash. The band have also played alongside Dirty Pretty Things and The Drums, as well 
as being one of the favourites on the Introducing stage at Radio One's Big Weekend in 2010. 
 

“…Great, great stuff!” – Subba-Cultcha.com 
 
Black and Blue opens with a shriek of sirens, which sets the tone for what's to come. The album 
is a spectacular punch in the face, each track driven by raw guitars layered by synthesizers; 
sneering vocals and a cacophony of drums that make you want to trash your living room just to 
join in. It's a powerful return to the roots of post-punk, with enough musical innovation to create a 
sound that's very much lodged in the present. Like all the best punk records, What Would Jesus 
Drive complement their powerful backline with politically charged lyrics, creating landscapes of 
urban ennui, the tribulations of poverty and the gradual deterioration of modern society. It's an 
outstanding debut album from a band that has already proved their potential with their previous 
releases. 
 

•    What Would Jesus Drive are available for interviews  
• Photographs, videos and MP3 downloads available upon request  
• Official website: www.whatwouldjesusdrive.co  
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Artist: What Would Jesus Drive 
Single: Black and Blue  
 
Tracks: 

1. Black and Blue  
2. Your Awful Kids 
3. The Girls Are In Charge 
4. Boomtown Twats 
5. The Leccy 
6. You Can't Be Too Careful 
7. Transylvania Time 
8. I Think We Rushed Into This 
9. Love Is 
10. This Skeleton 
11. Fragile Mansions 

 
Release: 28th March (digital), 30th May (physical) 
Label: EyeSeeSound 
Format: CD / Download 


